PAINT STANDARDS

I. Paint (interior)
   All paint to follow manufacture specs.
   A. Walls: offices, labs, hallways
      1. Prime finish: acrylic semi-gloss (water based)
      2. Recommended color: UCSB gossamer
   B. Doors & Casings (wood)
      1. Prime finish: acrylic semi-gloss
      2. Seal top, bottom
      3. Varnished: stain, seal, clear finish
      4. Natural sealed, finished w/ clear finish
   C. Metal
      1. Rust inhibitive primer
      2. One coat of primer, one coat of finish
      3. Recommended: alkyd paint (oil base)

II. Paint (exterior)
   A. Wall (stucco)
      1. Primed, finished 100% acrylic or elastomeric (*color coated stucco * is not sealed.)
   B. Wall (concrete)
      1. Waterproofed
      2. Dry (2 weeks)
      3. Then painted 100% acrylic or elastomeric
      4. Water proofed, follow manufacture recommendations
      5. Block
   C. Doors
      1. Metal
         a. Prime finish, acrylic, semi-gloss
      2. Wood
         a. List of all materials used & manufactures, colors be sent to PF customer service
      3. Factory finished doors, do not touch
   D. Window
      1. Wood: prime, finish semi-gloss
      2. Varnished: stain sealed, clear finished
      3. Pre-finish window, do not touch
   E. Metal
      1. Rust inhibitive primer
      2. One coat of primer
      3. One coat of finish semi-gloss
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